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Abstract
RDF data show their values the most when built in a distributed manner and linked to each other from
several aspects with URIs as the keys. However, we have seen several URI mismatches that should be
identical from case discrepancies to misuse of symbols such as ‘#’ and ‘_’. Therefore, RDF curation is
needed to make RDF data more linkable and valuable. Here, we propose an infrastructure for RDF data
constructors to curate them.
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1. Introduction

The attempt to express huge and diverse life science data in Resource Description Framework
(RDF) has begun since the late 2000s, and the number of newly built RDF data is increasing
even now. Currently, 62 SPARQL endpoints are listed at the Umaka-Yummy Data[1] in which
you can learn the status of each endpoint such as how stable it is, how fast it returns a result,
and so on. RDF demonstrates its maximum potential when each URI denotes one concept and
vice versa since a URI is a global identifier. Multiple RDF datasets built in a distributed manner
can be easily joined if this is true. However, there are several URI discrepancies among them. In
addition to the synonymous URI issue, of which we should take care, these include the following
examples.

• http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#Label

• http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdfschema#label

We consider that these are due to the nature of a distributed way of building RDF datasets.
Multiple people and institutions are involved in building. Therefore, we need not only call
community’s attention, but also construct an infrastructure to minimize these discrepancies as
much as possible with the help of machines. Here, we propose such an infrastructure where
RDF data constructors can curate their data effectively and efficiently.
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of RDF curation infrastructure

2. RDF data curation infrastructure

Figure 1 describes an overall architecture of RDF curation infrastructure. We assume that RDF
data constructors use in-house tools to build an RDF dataset. Therefore, there are some non-RDF
data as sources for a target RDF dataset. Since an RDF dataset constructed by these tools is
often not what you expect at first, a couple of times you need to repeat the cycle of checking
data, modifying code, and generating data. In this cycle, ShEx that conforms to the generated
RDF data helps to find errors, and the tool sheXer[2] has this role, that is, to generate ShEx
from a given RDF data. In addition, sheXer reports some statistics such as what percentage of
instances of a specific class has one specific predicate as a comment in ShEx. We can notice
whether there is an outlier or not by looking at them along with the ShEx itself. As there are
tools having a function to validate RDF data by a given ShEx such as Apache Jena, regenerated
RDF data can be verified to follow the ShEx, which a curator modifies after generated by sheXer.
In addition, to find typos in prefixes and URIs of classes or properties, we use a string clustering
algorithm such as the fingerprint method.
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